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SPIRIT OF LIFE

NATURALNESS
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Wood is knowledge , energy , and life....why shouldn’t we return nature its possessios ?
why shouldn’t we create life ?

YELLOW BALLAU

LUXURY LIVING
With Grid Floors you can extend the limits of
outdoor living spaces and enjoy new moments of
pleasure.
We at Grid Floors are committed to return nature
its possession and to recreate Life, Deck wood
floors are a great investment ,are easy to clean
and maintain ,and are naturally safe for the
environment .
Deck wood can be used near the pools, terraces
,gardens, paths and other outdoor spaces.
Grid Floors brings to you the toughest, most
resilient strong and durable exterior wood

Naked steps to feel the texture of wood... Cautious designs
for exteriors that delight by feeling as comfortable as in
interiors.

WELL-BEING

WARM LIFE
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INTRODUCTION
Fine landscape architecture demands the highest quality
materials which blend beauty and durability. Decking achieves
this combination perfectly.
Decking brings together the qualities of low-maintenance,
maximum durability and extraordinary natural beauty to offer the
very best decking product available. Composites and softwood
decking products don’t compare.
Defined by its rich dark brown color and beautiful grain
characteristics, Decking is nature’s artwork for your deck. It can
be oiled or stained to retain its rich natural color. Decking is
available in sizes 1x4 through 2x12, 2x2 balusters, and 4x4
posts.
Decking is the strongest untreated decking material available.
Deck legendary resilience makes it the perfect choice for both
commercial and residential applications. In terms of strength,
stability, durability, natural resistance to decay, wet conditions
and all varieties of wood-boring insects, there is no better
product on the planet.
Decking contains no harmful chemicals and can be used near
water without fear of contamination. Given its life-long space
durability and rich natural beauty, Decking is an economical and
natural alternative to other decking options. Its rich color and
breathtaking natural grain are certain to provide a lifetime of
beauty and enjoyment.

